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Saturday morning cartoons are almost a right of passage for American children. It
is something that a large percentage of the population hold in common regardless of
demographics. With such a large impact on impressionable young minds it is important to
understand what the programs are presenting. Diversity on television has long been
touted as a means of minority groups to see representations of themselves in mass media.
I believe that diversity on television benefits more than those cultures represented. For
children who live in relatively homogenous communities, seeing another culture on
television or on film may be the only contact with that culture during their early lives. In
the following pages I compare the depictions of Native Americans and “Indianness” in
feature films (Disney’s Peter Pan and Pocahontas) and on television (J. Ward’s The
Bullwinkle Show, The Real COWboys of Moo Mesa, and King of the Hill). Over the 45
years of animation under review, it becomes apparent that it is the small screen that offers
the best avenue for Native Americans to voice their modern “Indianness.” The classical
view of Indians maintained in feature length animation is not absent in television primetime animation, but it is treated as ironic or satirical with the Native voice gaining a
larger audience than is provided by larger animation companies.

Feature Length and Primetime: A Brief History of Animation
Animation and cartoons have a fluid relationship within the minds of the public.
For many it represents a “low” form of art that is aimed at children to entertain, and with
some tweaks, educate. The cartoons are for kids mantra fails to acknowledge the history
of animated programs and their early, intended audience. Many modern viewers express
shock that such cultural caricatures, racist visual gags, and other cultural insensitivities
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were presented unapologetically within a program for children. When we shift the focus
from perceived audience to actual audience, the same things that make the programs so
shocking provide a broader explanation of the cultural climate of the period the programs
were produced. To this end I will investigate the phenomenon of “Prime-time” animation
and examine long-running, successful animated programs that have maintained a
dedicated fan base from their earliest incarnations through to their syndication and
subsequent (seemingly permanent) posts in popular culture. Specifically I will be
analyzing episode and shorts from The Rocky and Bullwinkle Show, organizing it within
the larger field of feature length animation and comparing its representations non
Europeans to contemporary programs as well as later programs that were aimed more a
more mature audience but were, in fact, watched by many children. For many viewers
these representations of a different culture were the first exposure a specific “other” and
that these characters may act as an avatar for an entire population, and the power of
nostalgia has maintained some of this imagery far beyond it’s intended six minutes of the
original animated short.
Walt Disney released the first feature-length animated film in 1937. Snow White
and the Seven Dwarves popularity marked the beginning of a reign of animation that has
proved substantially successful for nearly any forms of commentary. Since then
“animated programming has been a prominent part of American popular culture.”1 Such
prominence has provided animation with a culture power that few other forms of media
wield. This power stems from the fact that cartoons in particular “have been a crucial part
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of the experience of American childhood,” with the added benefit of “the most successful
of these programs…maintaining a strong nostalgia value even as the children who
watched them grew into adulthood.”2
For the next three decades animation fell into one of two niches: feature-length,
dominated by the Walt Disney company, and the short, Warner Brothers’ Merry Melodies
and Looney Tunes.3 Twenty years after the success of Snow White another popular “fairy
tale” (and play) was adapted and produced in the “Disney style:” Peter Pan.4 David
Martinez noted that his “jaw dropped to the floor” when he heard the song “What Made
the Red Man Red” and saw the “’redskin’ hopping around and making fools of
themselves.”5 Martinez concludes that while the original Peter Pan was a British creation
it was Disney’s “re-presenting” of the story that provided the film with its “buffoonish”
depictions of Indians (See Appendix A). He concludes the scene was something “more
simplistic than “Indian-hating” and that the “Indian stereotypes in Peter Pan weren’t so
much meant to be representations of “real Indians” but instead were symptomatic of
American’s ongoing search for a distinct identity, rooted in American soil. The Indian
M. Keith Booker. Drawn to Television: Prime Time Animation from the Flintstones to
Family Guy., vii.
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Walt Disney and Warner Brothers were not the only companies producing
animation, but for the sake of this project they will serve as the two best institutions
to setup the historical comparison of animation production.
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4Interestingly,

the term “Disney-style” is used in a 1953 New York Times review of
the animation film. Quoted by David Martinez’s “Peter Pan” from Seeing Red:
Hollywood’s Pixeled Skins edited by LeAnne Howe, Harvey Markowitz, and Denise K.
Cummings, 42. Today many people described these films now marketed as “Disney
Classics” as being “Disney-fied” versions of classic fairy tales.
David Martinez. “Peter Pan” in Seeing Red: Hollywood’s Pixeled Skins edited by
LeAnne Howe, Harvey Markowitz, and Denise K. Cummings., 40
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Chief and Tiger-Lily weren’t Indians, as you and I know them; they were really white
people trying to become Indians.”6
Interestingly Martinez’s shock of the dancing and accents fail to encompass the
repeated use of the word “squaw” during the singing of the song in the Disney version.
Since Martinez works on personal anecdotes I will add that when I first saw Peter Pan
and did not know a single Indian, so his supposition that the Chief and Tiger Lily were
not Indians, as he or I knew them might prove a more broad assumption than he intended.
In addition I don’t think I could record an accurate account of how many times my
grandmother told us to “stop running around and acting like a wild Indian.” I add this
specifically because Martinez is shocked by the positive reviews for Peter Pan on
Amazon and Netflix that always say something about hos “refreshing” the Indians were
in an age of “political correctness.” Among other things I wish to remind David Martinez
and other readers that the same feelings that drive the “I can’t believe you don’t find x
offensive” are the ones that drive the “I can’t believe you find x offensive.”
The animated sitcom The Flintstones broke into prime-time television in the early
1960s. “Prime-time” meant family time to television executives and for programs to be
successful in the evening timeslot they were required to offer something for everyone.
The Flintstones in its simplest form is an animated version of The Honeymooners and ran
on prime-time evening television for six years. Including such adult connections as
advertising for Winston cigarettes. The families from Bedrock have never left popular
culture as Fred and his friend Barney have been selling breakfast cereal for decades.
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The success of The Flintstones encouraged other production companies to try
their hands at a broader market. Between 1960 and 1962 all major broadcast companies
boasted their own prime-time animation slots. ABC hosted The Flintstones while CBS
premiered The Alvin Show that featured animated chipmunks, and NBC bought The
Bullwinkle Show from ABC’s early afternoon schedule and aired it on Sunday evenings
beginning in 1961. Of these programs only The Bullwinkle Show (also know as Rocky
and his Friends, and The Rocky and Bullwinkle Show) provides enough cultural context
to date its satire. It is also the only one that offers a wealth of animated characters to
analyze, and will form the bulk of the visual analysis within the following pages.
By 1962 the only animated program that remained on prime-time was The
Flintstones. The others, specifically The Bullwinkle Show, ironically moved to the more
child-centered Saturday morning schedule. Jason Mittell labeled this “The Great Saturday
Morning Exile.” Mittell’s work reveals that there was some disconnect between
producers and critics about the nature of other animated programs. On one account he
states that “ no reviewer [of The Flintstones or The Bullwinkle Show] that I found

questioned the appropriateness of animation for an adult audience, suggesting that
the genre had yet to develop a ‘kids only’ stigma” but that “reviewers of The Bugs
Bunny Show assumed the show was solely aimed at a child audience, despite the
fact that the shorts featured on the program were designed for mass consumption
in movie theatres.”7

Jason Mittell, “The Great Saturday Morning Exile: Scheduling Cartoons on
Television’s Periphery in the 1960s,” in Prime Time Animation: Television Animation
and American Culture. Ed Carol A. Stabile and Mark Harrison., 45-46
7
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This “exile” proved to put programs into scheduling slots aimed at increasingly
narrowing audiences. Shows like The Bullwinkle Show which contained cold war satire
and varying degrees of self referential humor mainly aimed towards adults became choice
programming for the sanctioned “kids’ day” of television: Saturday mornings. This irony
is not lost on Karl Cohen who labels The Bullwinkle Show “the first animated show that
really challenged the industry’s standards [of censorship].”8 The victims of J. Ward and
Bill Scott’s satire ranged from congressmen and rocket scientists to box-top consumerism
and the Cold War. The fact that “Ward was willing to challenge the status quo and was
not interested in catering to the mentality of the networks” meant that the dismissing The
Bullwinkle Show to a full-time children’s timeslot (and later syndication) aired the “Jrated” programming to potentially millions more viewers than the Hanna-Barbera
specials that were produced more specifically for the younger audience.9

“You’ve Never Heard of Sitting Bullwinkle?”
J. Ward and Bill Scott’s network antics aside, John Rieder’s recollection captures
not only the popularity of The Bullwinkle Show during its initial broadcast but also

Karl F. Cohen. Forbidden Animation: Censored Cartoons and Blacklisted Animators
in America., 129.
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adds that “one of the few animated shows produced in the 1970s or 1980s
that might have challenged television censorship rules was A Doonesbury Special
(1977)” when the censor board objected to a toilet flush, but was later convinced
that “The noise establishes where a character has been and is important to the story.
Leaving it out might have created some confusion.” NBC allowed the sound effect to
remain. This comparison reveals just how far ahead of their time (and genre) J.
Ward and Bill Scott actually were. Karl F. Cohen. Forbidden Animation: Censored
Cartoons and Blacklisted Animators in America., 131, 132
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accounts for its staying power in syndication in the 1970s. 1980s, and eventual collected
boxed DVD set. Reider recalls:

“My memories of watching The Bullwinkle Show on Saturday afternoons are of a
crowded room with lots of laughter and jocular commentary. Unlike some other cartoon
shows which I, a ten-year-old, watched by myself because none of my older siblings
could be interested in joining me (e.g. Hanna-Barbera’s Huckleberry Hound and QuickDraw McGraw), my college-aged brothers and their friends were more than happy to join
me watching Moose and Squirrel versus Boris and Natasha fighting out their parody of
the Cold War, the Doctor [sic] Peabody the dog genius and his pet boy Sherman cruising
the past in their WABAC machine, or Edward Everett Horton narrating his ‘fractured’
retellings of well-known fairy tales.”
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At its heart The Bullwinkle Show was satire. No institution was safe from Bill
Scott and Jay Ward. The broadest arc of the show was the Cold War, but the asides
within that arc are various and sundry. Fractured Fairy Tales, Aesop and Son, Peabody
and Sherman, and even shorter shorts such as Mr. Know-it-all and Bullwinkle’s Corner
provided nearly 25 minutes of satire, caricature and painfully funny (bad) puns.
At first approach it doesn’t seem like such a show would have room for any
Indian influence, but representations of Native Americans course through most of the
very first storyline (“Jet Fuel Formula) that sees Natasha Fatale take on the guise of a
“tradition Indian guide” names Princess Bubbling Spring that runs in the Meadow (Call
me Bubbles, she says dryly). It was Princess Bubbles’ reliance on the “Great Spirit” that
led to General Mills to begin paying more attention to the cartoon scripts. In the early
Cristina Bacchilega and John Reider, “The Fairy Tale and the Commercial in
Carosello and Fractured Fairy Tales” in Channeling Wonder: Fairy Tales on Television,
ed. Pailine Greenhill and Jill Terry Rudy, 349.
10
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draft Natasha indicated that “’Great Spirit say go this way.’ They fall, and the vexed
Boris declares ‘Great Spirit goofed.’” Keith Scott recalled that this exchange “caused the
agency and sponsor to hit the roof…and there was much argument about the Great Spirit
line mocking ‘the Indians’ highest deity.”11 Several episodes later in the same story, but
back in the United States Boris and Natasha steal a mooseberry bush from Rocky and
Bullwinkle and make there getaway in a stolen canoe. This time both of them are in
“Indian” dress. Nothing about this bothered the censors, ad agency, sponsors or network.
(All examples are included in Appendix B).
During the “Upsidasium” story arc Indians play a role in announcing the
discovery of the floating mountain. The voice over narration, always presented in the
style of old radio dramas, refer to “two noble savages” noticing Rocky’s smoke signals,
in English. One of the figures remarks that Rocky “doesn’t spell very well, does he?”
Then both rush off to us the phone at their medicine man’s office exclaiming, “Last one
back to the teepee is a blunt arrow.”
Boris would portray an Indian-type character again in a Mr. Know-it-All segment
that sees Bullwinkle explaining tips from his instructional book: “How to Take Your
Covered Wagon Through The West—While Being Attacked by Over 2000 Savages.” In
this three minute short Boris, dressed as an Indian brave destroys all of Bullwinkle’s
vehicles for traveling west, even utilizing an anachronistic maxim machine gun. The end
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sees Mr. Know-It-All traveling inside an Indian woman’s (Boris, again) backpack and
urging her on at gunpoint.12
The generic Indian character comes to full fruition in another Mr. Know-it-All
short titled “How to Be an Indian in One Easy Lesson—or You Can Be a Tonto, Pronto.”
This is a sendup of every stereotypical movie Indian trope in practice. Bullwinkle reveals
secrets of feathers with jokes including “must be the Super-Chief”, a baseball cap being
the headdress for a Cleveland Indian, and wrapping up in an electric Indian blanket. The
episode concludes with Native American characters asking Bullwinkle “who you think
write Indian Jokes? You never hear of Bob Hopi? Red-skinned Skelton? Ed Silverheels?”13
Most “real” Indians appear during the Peabody and Sherman excursions into
history. The Peabody and Sherman shorts proved the most concern for the network.
There were concerns over the comparison of the Spanish flag and a diaper in the Ponce
de Leon episode, whether or not a freeway joke would make sense to viewers in the East,
and specifically the use of Pidgin English throughout the “Confucius” episode. In this
particular instance “ABC objects to the Chinese Pidgin English which contributes to ta
stereotype of the Chinese race offensive to the people of Oriental origin.”14 Pidgin was
off limits, but “Indian chatter” as the moon man Cloyd referred to it in one episode was
fine. Not that it mattered Scott and Ward did both anyway.
The Complete Rocky and Bullwinkle Collection, Episode 38. Complete Season 2;
Disc 3B.
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The Complete Rocky and Bullwinkle Collection, Episode 15. Complete Season 2;
Disc 2A.
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The complaints slowed during the 1960 season, but the network and sponsors
wished for tighter control of Peabody and Sherman’s guest stars. The earliest episodes
showed some of the most beloved heroes of science and history as incompetent stooges
bungling their way through the instances that would bring them fame, with the help of
Peabody and Sherman. Ward always said, “The comedy came from the fact that all these
famous historical figures were complete boobs.”15
Early concerns were not light-hearted if they involved certain individuals. The
agency wrote to Ward and Scott regarding the Louis Pasteur and Alfred Nobel episodes

“episodes like this…scare the living hell out of us. Over the years these guys have been
built up as prestige figures and we can hear the phone ringing right now from the French
Embassy complaining about our making a comic strip figure of their boy pasture”16

Similar complaints were never presented regarding the Sitting Bull or Geronimo
episodes. The reason for this is twofold: 1) There is no Indian Embassy of substantial size
to worry the agency, and 2) when compared with the treatment of Nobel and Pasteur,
Sitting Bull and Geronimo are markedly not bungling imbeciles. Peabody almost fools
Geronimo into signing the treaty for payment of a rocking horse, but Alfred Nobel kept
blowing up his own laboratories.
Every character on The Bullwinkle Show was a caricature, and the more famous
the person, the more biting and ridiculous the caricature. Visual representations

Keith Scott., Frostbite Falls Field Guide to a Moose, a Squirrel, and a Canadian Royal
Mountie: or The Viewer’s Handbooks to Rocky and Bullwinkle and Friends., 34.
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notwithstanding, the Indians in The Bullwinkle Show had more agency than on nearly any
other program. When told the Great White Father in Washington wanted peace,
Geronimo replied that he wanted peace too: “a piece of Arizona, piece of New Mexico,
piece of Colorado…” The only story that proved taboo enough to modify business as
usual was the Pancho Villa episode. Every Peabody and Sherman episode was animated
at Val-Mar Studios in Mexico City, and Mexican government threatened censorship of
the Pancho Villa jumping bean episode. This was the only Peabody and Sherman
animated in California.
Agency complaints lessened during the 1960/61 seasons, but they became more
specific. A Snow-White episode was flagged due to its plot revolving around the stock
market that children likely wouldn’t understand. The most striking was the charge of “no
more Americans in the Peabody scripts.” Keith Scott recounts, “They allowed ‘Sitting
Bull but not George Washington’ (i.e. no “Native” Americans, but real ones were
OK…)”17
One the surface, and looking from the perspective of the twenty-first century,
these caricatures look like standard stereotypes of the same ilk as those used back in
Peter Pan, but on deeper viewing they actually reveal a treatment of the Indian image
that is markedly different from other programs of its day, even as some of them seem to
follow the same standards. In fact, I believe that these instances, far from being
caricatures of a culture, are in fact caricatures of the caricatures in other media. I also
believe this is what has led to the longevity of the program and agree with Jason Mittell’s
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assessment that “Rocky and its later incarnation of The Bullwinkle Show (1961-64) form
the primary exception to today’s critical disdain for early television animation.”18

Beyond the Bull[winkle]
Following the end of Rocky and Bullwinkle’s last hurrah in syndication more
energy was invested into creating new animated programs specifically for Saturday
mornings. One of the added facets to new programs was the “tie-in” for lines of toys
and/or action figures. New forms of representing “Indians” moved from celluloid and
into formed plastic. In some cases the toys were produced before they programming and
reveal the drastic differences in the vetting process of such depictions.
This case is most drastically evident in regards to The Real COWboys of MooMesa. The premise of the 1992 program is a Gunsmoke-esque motif with the characters
being anthropomorphic cows serving as the harbingers of justice while a variety of other
animals—including vultures, scorpions, and bats—fill out the town. In the end, and
before animation began, the “Indian” characters were portrayed as anthropomorphic
bison. There were few episodes that featured any of these characters, however Native
American actor Michael Horse voiced the one recurring character of J.R.19
The seemingly neutral choice of having the native bovid portraying the native
people in the series belies the original character development. Dustin Tahmahkera
recounts Ted Jojola’s meeting with the “Division of Children’s Programs at ABC to
Jason Mittell, “The Great Saturday Morning Exile: Scheduling Cartoons on
Television’s Periphery in the 1960s,” in Prime Time Animation: Television Animation
and American Culture. Ed Carol A. Stabile and Mark Harrison., 70.
18
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“’recreate a cartoon character.’”20 The character in need of change was the “violent
Indian sidekick named “Geronimoo.” Fortunately (or unfortunately) Geronimoo had
already been produced as an action figure and you can get a sense of just how generic and
amalgamated the character, with his Mohawk and loin cloth G-string, actually was. ABC
rejected the character and called Jojola to help create a more authentic character they had
named Phil Thomas (Appendix C).
ABC’s preliminary setup for Thomas was based on Plains Indian culture which,
predictably, “presented several stereotypes and inconsistences,” which reflected “a
depiction of the Indian from a predominately non-native perspective and was driven by
popular nonnative ideals of Native American life and customs.” Even as the character
moved further towards a Pueblo influence “the archetypes of tepees and saguaro cactus
[both proposed by ABS] subconsciously crept into what was to be a Pueblo landscape.”
In the end, Jojola recalled “For me, as a native collaborator on the project, J.R.
represented a unique revision from a native’s perspective.”21
The 90s may have seen the small screen utilize more native perspectives for their
characters, but Disney was not as far removed from 1953 and Peter Pan as they might
have supposed. Jeff Berglund’s visceral review of Disney’s Pocahontas (1995) in Seeing
Red does delineate between the two: “While Peter Pan traded in racist, minstrel-style
stereotypes, it never purported to ‘bring an American legend to life.”22 It is the supposed
authenticity of the native portrayal (and larger narrative) that Berglund finds so
20
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distasteful. He is most annoyed that the use of native voice actors was a “validating and
market-minded” move and resulted in promotional material that presented the film was
“carefully researched, involved Native people, and was endorsed by a Native activist
(now turned actor), then something authentic must be going on.”23
Far removed from the stereotypical portrayals of Indians in The Bullwinkle Show,
Pocahontas visually improves the depictions of Native Americans (Appendix D), what
Pocahontas fails to do that J. Ward and Bill Scott were doing in the 1960s was depicting
the Native Americans as more competent than the supposed (and usually European)
protagonists. Berglund sums up the nature of Non-native depictions of Native stories and
people in Pocahontas, but I think it serves here, at length, to sum up the problems
inherent with recreating the past and storytelling from a single vantage point:

“Grandmother Willow forgets to tell Pocahontas what is ultimately really around the river
bend: more and more Ratcliffes—in other words, death and destruction. Pocahontas II
ignores this too, as our heroine escapes death once again, even as she travels to England.
Does it surprise you that Pocahontas III: The Final Chapter has never been made? Not
sure audiences would by that disappearing trick—the erasure of genocide—one more
24

time.”

The most recent, and most recurring Native America character has been John
Redcorn III in The King of the Hill. Even in only 36 episodes out of 259 produced,
Redcorn was the most recurring Native character in any genre between 1998 and 2009.
Jeff Berglund. “Pocahontas,” in in Seeing Red: Hollywood’s Pixeled Skins edited by
LeAnne Howe, Harvey Markowitz, and Denise K. Cummings, 52.
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One of the most striking things about the character of John Redcorn is that he is firmly
ensconced in “neo-Indianness” and how that was used within the character and more
broadly the show to “tune in and around current indigenous politics and topics”
(Appendix E). Dustin Tahmahkera extensive analysis of both John Redcorn as a
character and Jonathon Joss the voice actor for Redcorn, reveals more evidence that
television, and particularly animation, is providing a better voice and depiction of Native
Americans than the big screen. The production team behind King of the Hill “attempted
to construct Redcorn as a character who knows, supports, and embodies this new
Indianness of what Kevin Bruynee characterizes as ‘postcolonial resistance.”25
The importance of animation and the power of nostalgia may have led to the
“second prime-time animation boom” in the 1990s. The only prime-time animated series
between King of the Hill in 1998 and The Flintstones and The Jetsons in the 1960s was
Matt Groening’s The Simpsons. Groening said “One of the reasons The Simpsons got on
the air in the first place was that there were finally some executives who remembered
watching The Flintstones and The Jetsons and Johnny Quest at night as children.”26 The
idea that childhood memories, like those of watching The Bullwinkle Show with collegeaged brothers or of watching those other programs have had a direct impact on what
future generations see, means that it is vastly important that we understand what those
programs mean to us now, and what they meant to viewers then. It should also call into
focus what decisions we are making as adults about what we watch, and what the
younger generation is watching.
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